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Abstract
The purpose of history education in Austria has changed over at least the last
decade. While the focus used to be to give students a master narrative of the
national past based on positivist knowledge, the current objective of history
education is to foster historical thinking processes that enable students to form
transferable skills in the self-reflected handling and creation of history. A key factor
in fostering historical thinking is the appropriation of learning tasks. This case
study measures the complexity of learning tasks in Austrian history textbooks as
one important aspect of their quality. It makes use of three different approaches
to complexity to triangulate the notion: general task complexity (GTC), general
linguistic complexity (GLC), and domain-specific task complexity (DTC). The
question is which findings can be offered by the specific strengths and limitations
of the different methodological approaches to give new insights into the study
of task complexity in the domain of history education research. By pursuing
multidisciplinary approaches in a triangulating way, the case study opens up new
prospects for this field. Besides offering new insights on measuring the complexity
of learning tasks, the study illustrates the need for further research in this field –
not only related to the development of analytical frameworks, but also regarding
the notion of complexity in the context of historical learning itself.
Keywords: computational linguistics; historical thinking; task complexity; textbook
research; triangulation

Context of research: Historical thinking and
learning tasks
Recognition in the public culture of the powerful role of collective
memory, awareness of rapid demographic changes, and the ubiquity of
conflicts over recognition, reparation, and commemoration of historical
injustice: all of these pose new opportunities and new demands on history
education in schools. (Ercikan and Seixas, 2015: xi)
In the context of the opportunities and demands identified by Ercikan and Seixas
(ibid.), a paradigm shift has taken place in Austrian school curricula since 2008, from
focusing on historical content to fostering transferable domain-specific thinking skills
(Körber et al., 2007).
A new discourse about different types of tasks started in the domain of history
education (Heuer, 2011: 447; Köster et al., 2016). As well as tasks to evaluate and assess
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historical thinking in tests (Kühberger, 2014; Ercikan and Seixas, 2015), learning tasks
became a central key for the development of learning opportunities (Waldis et al.,
2012). In the paradigm of focusing on processes of historical thinking, learning tasks
are therefore ‘crucial variables ... and take into account the individual skill level of
the learners. They should be differentiated, … appropriately challenging, and thus
sufficiently complex, meaningful, authentic, demanding and adapted to the learning
group’ (Leisen, 2010: 62).
In the context of historical learning, textbook tasks are significant, because
in German-speaking countries history textbooks are still considered to be a core
medium of history lessons. Modern history textbooks are intertextual and multimodal
representations, designed for working and learning with historical material (historical
sources and narratives about the past). They create a multitude of interpretations and
constructions about the past (including guided narrations in the author’s text). Tasks,
often in the form of questions, are essential components of textbooks that serve as a
learning medium. They also may serve as key elements to evaluate the implementation
of domain-specific learning modes in history textbooks and to identify how history
textbooks initialize and foster historical thinking processes (Bramann, 2018: 190). An
essential aspect in the construction of suitable learning tasks is the inherent complexity
of the given structure.
However, there is hardly any empirical research on task complexity in the field
of history education. Research on historical learning tasks so far focuses on normative
moments (for example, Heuer, 2011; Thünemann, 2013) or – in the field of textbook
research – on specific details such as cognitive performance levels (for example,
Bernhard, 2016; Bramann, 2018). In addition, the concrete meaning of the term
‘complexity’ has not been defined so far. However, complexity is used in a linguistic
context – even in history education research on suitable learning tasks (Heuer, 2011:
449). Therefore, a domain-specific definition of complexity is still pending.
Because of the limited connecting factors in the scientific discourse on the
‘historical complexity’ of learning tasks in general (Von Borries et al., 2005: 78), and on
new triangulated approaches to complexity, this case study opens up new prospects
for the field of history education research.

Methodological approaches
Triangulation as an approach to task complexity
Since complexity in history education research is very rarely empirically researched,
triangulation attempts have been used to capture the common subject (learning tasks
from history textbooks), using various methodological processes. Since complexity
is a multidimensional concept, our framework is based on three different concepts
of complexity that contrast different theoretical approaches: general task complexity
(GTC), general linguistic complexity (GLC), and domain-specific task complexity (DTC)
(see Figure 1). The main questions are how the different approaches to the complexity
of tasks are useful for the analytical examination of learning tasks in the domain of
history education research, and whether the multidisciplinary research approach
provides findings for future task research that a single, domain-specific approach
would not discover.
This ‘purpose of method integration … can serve … for the production of a
more coherent and complete picture of the investigated domain than mono-method
research can yield’ (Kelle, 2006: 293). In this context, the chosen research design can
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be termed an approach of triangulation to determine the potential and limitations of
the single method (Flick, 2003: 315). Hence, the question is whether a domain-specific
analysis of learning tasks shows more differentiated results of the same data than
other approaches that focus on very general aspects of task complexity (Gürtler and
Huber, 2012: 42–3). In this way, the discussion about triangulation moves towards a
concentrated view on the phenomenon of learning tasks in history textbooks. For this,
68 tasks from an Austrian history textbook for the eighth grade (age 13) on National
Socialism and the Holocaust (Bachlechner et al., 2012: 26–50) were consensually
coded and analysed by two experts in history education (GTC/DTC) in an investigator
triangulation. The same tasks were then analysed by two computational linguists (GLC).

Figure 1: Multidisciplinary approach to task complexity

Complexities of learning tasks
According to the well-established German dictionary Duden, Komplexität (‘complexity’)
is used in everyday language to denote a multilevel situation. In a more scientific view,
it refers to ontological questions. In this regard, complexity can be defined as an entity
in which many interdependent features exist in a snippet of reality:
The complexity of snippets of reality increases with more available features
and their increasing dependency on each other. Hence, the degree
of complexity arises from the extent to which different pieces of reality
and their connections are considered, in order to capture a situation in a
respective snippet of reality and to plan actions. (Dörner, 1989: 60–1 [our
translation])
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Following this definition, the complexity of a task depends on: (1) the number of its
features (variables); (2) the dependencies and necessary links between its characteristics
(connectedness); and (3) the single steps (acts) required to solve the learning task.
Connectedness could occur in domain-specific learning tasks, where students are
required to use different materials and critical interpretations in order to solve the task.
While this approach shows scepticism about an empirical acquisition of
complexity (ibid.: 61–2) – at least because complexities today are researched in more
multidisciplinary ways, to predict economic or ecological developments (for example,
biodiversity in the rainforest or economic markets) – empirical educational research
includes attempts to measure complexity through an empirical investigation of
variables and links (Robinson, 2001). Objective complexity can only be approximated in
this way, since its application ultimately depends on experience and practice (Dörner,
1989: 61–2; Elen and Clark, 2006). Relating to tasks in history textbooks, it has been
pointed out that tasks are more complex when various interdependent aspects have
to be taken into account in order to solve them (Kühberger, 2014: 24).
For the linguistic analysis of the tasks, we employ the operationalization of
linguistic complexity from second-language acquisition (SLA) research. It is part
of the triad of complexity, accuracy, and fluency (CAF) that characterizes language
performance (Housen et al., 2012). Linguistic complexity captures the elaborateness,
variedness, and inter-relatedness of the language used, regarding its lexicon and
morphology, grammatical structures, meaning, and function at the sentence level,
and the distribution of cohesive language devices. Complementing this SLA view
of complexity with a psycholinguistic perspective, we can add notions of complexity
related to language use and human sentence processing costs.
The different approaches to complexity (see Figure 1) will be presented in the
form of mathematical terms. These not only allow for a direct comparison of results,
but also for the formation of a hermeneutical cluster, based on various degrees of
complexity.

Analysis and results
Domain-specific task complexity (DTC)
To examine the domain-specific complexity of learning tasks in history textbooks and
to compare it with other types of complexity calculations, total sum scores will be
calculated. Various individual analyses, which are applied to learning tasks, provide
different indicators and add up to one score per task. The individual total scores provide
information on the respective complexity of the tasks according to the underlying
theoretical constructs. The selected variables are designed based on theoretical
discussions about task complexity in history education research. They consider general
aspects as part of the current discourse on tasks in educational science, as well as
domain-specific aspects that address insights on historical thinking.
With respect to the general and the domain-specific discourse on learning tasks,
we rely on a tripartite operationalization of the performance level required for solving a
task (Kühberger, 2011: 6–7), which is loosely based on Bloom’s taxonomy (Bloom et al.,
1956) and its revised version by Loron W. Anderson and colleagues (Anderson et al.,
2001), which was criticized for showing too little sharpness for a valid coding (Bohl et
al., 2012: 17).
While the ‘original’ taxonomy is based on six major categories of the cognitive
process – remember, understand, apply, analyse, evaluate, and create – this taxonomy
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has been reduced to three levels and transformed for the discipline of history education
(see Kühberger, 2011: 6–7) (see Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Categorical approaches to DTC: Performance level

Since earlier investigations in Austria have already been conducted along this
taxonomy (see chapters in Bramann et al., 2018), it seems useful to apply this division
again. However, the coding was not derived directly from ‘operators’ in several national
curricula, but rather inferred from the intended (thinking) tasks (see also Bramann, 2018:
193). The analysis shows that less than 5 per cent of the tasks focus on the important
level of reflection, independent reasoning, and evaluation.
In this context, approaches to aspects of differentiated learning were also
evaluated. In the textbook being examined, the following moments were coded:
references to materials to use, indications of the degree of difficulty, assistance through
method pages, and instructions for the assignment to solve the problem (Bohl et al.,
2012: 39). The results do not evaluate the quality of the textbook but count the forms
that influence complexity (see Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2: Categorical approaches to DTC: Aspects of differentiated learning

The complexity of a learning task is also determined by the interrelations of
characteristics to be taken into account in the process. This influences the complexity
as to whether learners are faced with tasks that are part of their daily world (reallife connection) or not. If a challenge relates to students’ real life, this reduces task
complexity. In accordance with the already existing discussion in this area, a real-life
connection is here understood as a relation between domain-specific knowledge and
experience and students’ real life (Maier et al., 2010: 89) (see Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Categorical approaches to DTC: Real-life connection

At various points in history education, the argument is made that historical thinking
is also expressed by using domain-specific concepts (Kühberger, 2012). Tasks should
challenge thinkers to open up the mental operations involved in the task, relating them
to specific questions, approaches, and concepts (Kühberger, 2011: 8). By assuming
that complexity reveals itself in various dependencies, it is also increased by domainspecific concepts (see Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4: Categorical approaches to DTC: Domain-specific concepts

For the complexity of tasks, the integration of tasks in task sets is also important.
It is expected that an isolated task has lesser complexity, as there may not be any
sequence errors. Different tasks that deal with different problems, but build on the
same content, are regarded as isolated tasks. Only one task from the history textbook
was not isolated, because it built on an answer from another task (see Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5: Categorical approaches to DTC: Integration of the task in task set

The aspect of multimodal complexity of learning tasks in history textbooks considers
that modern textbooks present multimodal design opportunities for domain-specific
learning. They are not only structured by the author’s texts but also by a wide range of
additional modules (such as pictures, graphs, and other narratives of historians), which,
together with visual elements (such as layout and free space), represent a historical
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narrative (Kühberger, 2016: 70–1; Bramann, 2017: 70–1). Learning tasks are part of this
multimodality and interact with different elements of a textbook’s (double) page.
Multimodal complexity of learning tasks, as used here, does not focus on the
narrative interactions of all features, but tries to reveal the interwoven configuration
between different kinds of modules created by the (reconstructed) aim of the tasks. To
clarify this aspect of complexity in history textbooks, the quantity of implicit and explicit
references between the tasks and other elements of the textbooks was counted. In this
context, modules are understood as closed areas in the textbook (see Figure 2.6).
Furthermore, the different types or genres (author text, historical source, narrative of
a historian) controlled by the learning tasks were coded. The results show that the
majority of all tasks rely on more than three different elements and, while some tasks
do not use the textbook at all, others demand the integration of all the elements
presented on a double page of a textbook.

Figure 2.6: Categorical approaches to DTC: Multimodality / Multimodal
complexity (MMC)

The results show that the majority of tasks with a total score of 11 or less can be
clearly marked as less complex (see Figure 3). Only a few tasks reach a higher DTC.
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Following the theoretical construct, it is especially the multimodal complexity that
heavily influences the result. In doing so, it becomes evident that the sum score of task
complexity without regard to multimodality is between 2 and 6, which represents a
relatively narrow range (see Figure 4).

Figure 3: Domain-specific task complexity (DTC) per sum score/frequency

Figure 4: Domain-specific task complexity (per task)

General task complexity (GTC)
To empirically explore the complexity of tasks in general, it makes sense to consider
tasks as entities that, in a first approximation, are considered independently by
individual processing modes subjects requiring critical thinking, in order to make
stimuli and characteristics describable and to apply them as component parts. For
this, ‘behaviour requirements’ and ‘pattern of stimuli’ are analysed here (Wood, 1986:
62). As the tasks require actions and processing variables that form a limit in terms of
knowledge, skills, and resources that subjects demanding critical thinking require to
solve a task, these actions are important task components that can be described as
component complexity:
The component complexity of a task is a direct function of the number
of distinct acts that need to be executed in the performance of the task
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and the number of distinct information cues that must be processed in
the performance of those acts. … As the number of acts increases the
knowledge and skill requirements for a task also increase, simply because
there are more activities and events that an individual needs to be aware
of and able to perform. (ibid.: 66)
Therefore, with an increase of information variables, the number of actions to be
determined also increases. It has been stressed that complexity is reduced when an
overlap of requirements (component redundancy) is repeatedly inserted in the same
acts or by placing redundant information (ibid.). Furthermore, it is important to note
whether there are tasks within tasks (subtasks). Subtasks are understood as parts of a
task that are a component part of the task. This will account only for explicit moments.
The calculation shown in this paper of general task complexity refers to component
complexity (GTC1). It focuses on the acts at the level of the subtasks of a task (see
Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: Categorical approaches to GTC: Component complexity (GTC1)

Figure 5.2: Categorical approaches to GTC: Coordinative complexity (GTC2)

Additionally, a coordinative complexity (GTC2) has been identified. It focuses on the
form of the relationship between information items, actions, and the resulting products,
as well as their sequencing (see Figure 5.2):
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The more complex the timing, frequency, intensity, and location
requirements, the greater the knowledge and skill an individual must have
to be able to perform the task. The appropriate index for coordinative
complexity of a task will depend upon the specific aspects of the
relationship between task inputs that are being considered. … As the
number of precedence relationships for the coordination of acts will also
increase because individuals who perform the task will have to learn and
perform longer sequences of acts. (ibid.: 69)
Coordinative complexity stresses that there is a difference in complexity when the acts
that are set in a specific order are subject to variation, or when the sequence of actions
is combined. In this sense, variations as special relations are coded and transformed
into a term (Oeser and O’Brien, 1967: 91–2).
Lastly dynamic complexity can be made out to be a quality of complexity
(Schoeneberg, 2014: 14), which also refers to the performance of the task (see Figure 5.3).
This focuses on changes that may occur during the processing of tasks due to causal
chain or means–purpose hierarchies. For tasks that have a dynamic complexity, the a
priori identified conditions change (that is, acts and cues), and thus the relationship
to the anticipated product in the course of processing: ‘Changes in either the set of
required acts and information cues or the relationships between inputs and products
can create shifts in the knowledge or skills required for a task’ (Wood, 1986: 71). In
connection with tasks of historical learning, such constellations can be determined
in tasks, which include an independent research and/or a production of a historical
narration where the methodical way, the historical sources and the domain-specific
concepts are not pre-structured. Such tasks are also called ‘open tasks’ or ‘opened
tasks’ (Kühberger, 2014: 39–49). As the moments of dynamic complexity are only
observable on the basis of the concrete solution-based actions of thinking subjects, in
the present analysis learning tasks from history textbooks are only highlighted if such
dynamic factors are to be expected during processing due to different structures of
openness (ibid.).

Figure 5.3: Categorical approaches to GTC: Dynamic complexity indicator

In order to make all learning tasks of a textbook comparable, a sum (total score) is
formed from GTC1, GTC2, and the dynamic complexity indicator. In comparing the total
scores of the tasks from the coded history textbook, nothing unexpected shows up.
Along the theoretical construction, all tasks that display the various acts, subtasks, and
relations, and have openness, appear more complex in the ranking of the total score.
The following moments are noteworthy (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6: General task complexity (total score)

Thus, for the textbook examined, a general task complexity unfolds, which makes it
clear that the tasks are in a less complex area, while there are certainly tasks that, as
mentioned above, all work with methodical support and demonstrate a high degree
of complexity in the textbook (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: General task complexity (GTC) per sum score/frequency

General linguistic complexity (GLC)
As a third perspective on complexity, we include general linguistic complexity (GLC)
in our evaluation. We follow the well-established second-language acquisition (SLA)
tradition of analysing language performance by assessing the multidimensional
construct of linguistic complexity in terms of syntactic, lexical, and discursive
elaborateness, variation, and inter-relatedness, as well as of language use and human
language processing. Similar measures have been used in previous research to assess
the adaptation of reading demands in German geography schoolbooks to different
school types and grade levels (Berendes et al., 2018). The general linguistic complexity
of student answers, which relates to research on tasks in foreign-language learning
(Alexopoulou et al., 2017) provides first insights into the relationship between task
complexity and general linguistic complexity. We extract complexity measures for
German based on SLA research and psycholinguistics using the system by Weiß and
Meurers (2018; in press), excluding measures of cohesion and grammatical variation
that are not meaningful for the short textbook tasks. To aggregate the remaining 215
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indices to a single GLC score that is readily interpretable in an education context,
we trained a machine learning model with these measures on reference texts. While
for English the Common Core State Standards provide a reference data set of texts
that children at different grade levels should be able to read (CCSSI, 2010), no such
externally validated data set is accessible for German. Given that the development
of reading and writing abilities of students are linked, we focused on student writings
from the Karlsruhe Children’s Text (KCT) corpus (Lavalley et al., 2015), one of the few
student writing corpora available for German. We selected 1,470 texts written in free
writing tasks by students of Grades 3 to 8 (mean ages rounded up of 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14 respectively). Each level is represented by 212 to 283 text instances. We grouped
grade levels into pairs, resulting in the classification levels 3/4, 5/6, and 7/8.
Given the limited amount of data, types of writing tasks, grade levels/school
types, and the gap between passive and active language knowledge, the machine
learner trained on this data set clearly only provides a first approximation of the
potential spectrum of linguistic complexity. There is a clear need for externally
validated reading and writing reference corpora for German, in order to obtain more
firmly grounded interpretations of the evidence becoming available through the broad
range of linguistic complexity measures. On the KCT data subset, we trained the
Simple Logistic Regression algorithm from the WEKA Machine Learning toolkit (Smith
and Frank, 2016), which performs cross-validated feature selection using LogitBoost
with simple regression functions during parameter estimation (Landwehr et al., 2005).
The classification result is aggregated from three separate, binary regression terms,
each determining the affiliation to a certain grade level through feature weights (see
Figure 8). The example shows two features of syntactic complexity from the term for
Grades 7/8 applied to a schoolbook task.
It contains two noun phrases (NP) and one prepositional phrase (PP) as postnominal modifier. PPs per sentence (1/1) receives a weight of 0.19, postnominal
modifiers per NP (1/2) a weight of 2.39. Both features are positively correlated with
Grade 7/8, but post-nominal modifiers are more crucial.
Overall, out of the 215 features, the system attributed non-zero weights to 56,
75, and 45 features for Grades 3/4, 5/6, and 7/8 respectively, all including features
of syntactic, lexical, and morphological complexity, human cognitive processing, and
language use.

Figure 8: Categorical approaches to general linguistic complexity (GLC)
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For syntactic complexity, aside from the two measures used for illustration in
Figure 8, comparative noun modifiers and complex clausal structures receive
high positive weights in GLC 7/8. GLC 5/6 places positive weights on pre-nominal
participles and clausal noun modification, whereas post-nominal and comparative
noun modifiers receive negative weights. This shows that across grade levels, NPs are
of different complexity across grades, and that clausal modification is more relevant
at higher grade levels. Grades 5/6 are also associated with more modal verb clusters
than any other grade level and with passive constructions. Writings at Grades 3/4 are
associated with unmodified noun phrases (NPs), placing high negative weights on the
overall frequency of complex NPs. They also exhibit increased use of to-infinitives, but
they are characterized by a general lack of sentential sophistication.
The highest feature weights are assigned to indices of morphological complexity
in all GLC models: Grades 3/4 are associated with high negative weights for noun
suffixes with Latinate or Greek origin (for example, -atur), while they receive high
positive weights in the other models. Also, Grade 3/4 writing is assumed to contain
nouns derived from a verb, which is atypical for Grade 7/8. This shows increased use of
other derived nouns. Grade 5/6 texts are less characterized in terms of derivation, but
show a tendency towards non-nominative case nouns.
Lexical complexity plays a less pronounced role in the models, except for GLC
3/4, which punishes word length with relatively high negative weights. Also, Grade 3/4
writings are characterized as less semantically inter-related, while Grade 7/8 writings
are characterized in terms of more specific words, that is, words with more hypernyms,
and words with more semantic interrelations.
In terms of human processing cost, GLC 3/4 assigns negative weights to indices
of cognitive processing load. This grade level is thus associated with less cognitively
demanding sentences. In contrast, GLC 5/6 and GLC 7/8 place increasingly high
positive weights on these measures.
The models also employ measures of language use: writings of Grades 3/4 and
5/6 are associated with the use of more frequent words, while writings from Grades 7/8
are expected to use less frequent vocabulary.
Before applying the models to the textbook tasks, we evaluated their performance
on the KCT data using ten-fold cross-validation. Their average classification performance
is F1 = 75.1 per cent, with misclassifications occurring predominantly between adjacent
grades, for example fourth being confused with fifth grade. Compared to the random
classification baseline of 33.3 per cent, the result confirms that the models successfully
differentiate between children’s writing across grade levels, and should be applicable
to textbook tasks after being retrained on the full training set.
The results of applying the full KCT-based GLC model on the examined tasks
may be seen in the plot in Figure 9. Overall, 60 of 68 tasks were assigned a GLC score
of 7/8, two tasks exhibit a GLC of 5/6, and six tasks obtained GLC scores of 3/4. Tasks
with GLC scores of 3/4 and 5/6 clearly rate below the GLC that was observed in the
writings of the German peers to the textbook‘s target audience. They should thus be
easily comprehensible for the target audience of eighth-grade students. The 60 tasks
that received GLC scores of 7/8 are at or above the level of the target audience. Since
our model does not include scores above grades 7/8, the results very likely show a
ceiling effect. Some tasks might receive higher ratings by a model trained on texts
from higher grades, and might thus prove to exceed the competence level of the
target audience. Unfortunately, there is currently no such data set available to follow
up on that issue.
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Figure 9: Predicted grade levels (GLC)

Despite these limitations, our operationalization of GLC successfully differentiates
between tasks based on a diverse set of features of linguistic complexity. Figure 10
illustrates these for all three GLC levels.

Figure 10: General linguistic complexity (Total score)

Comparison of results and conclusion
Without going into detail on individual results, it has been shown that the different
models for representing complexity have led to very different results depending on
the theoretical focus and on its representation as numeric data, as the following task
illustrates:
Process M1 per the ‘Analyse posters’ method on page 9!
[Original tasks: Bearbeite M1 nach der Methode ‘Plakate analysieren’ auf
Seite 9!] (Bachlechner et al., 2012: 35)
This task has a low total score in the DTC (= 4). However, the GTC demonstrates an
exceptionally high level, endlessly pointing in an infinite direction (GTC = 385). In terms
of GLC, the task also scores high (GLC = 7/8) due to the frequency of prepositional
phrases and the complexity of the noun phrase.
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Following the theoretical aspects of the triangulated research approach, this
example illustrates that a triangulation of coded tasks by different theoretical constructs
is necessary to avoid the risk of following only one model of complexity. At the same
time, it cannot be a question of simply favouring one of the models, because they offer
information on very different aspects of complexity. Combining the complexity scores
obtained from all three models would be possible, because they encode different
moments. This would, however, not reveal more specific insights into the tasks, due to
the levelling effect of the GTC.
If one ultimately compares the results of the GTC with the DTC, this at least
demonstrates a trend for the evaluated textbook, namely that there is a tendency
according to which less-complex tasks clearly dominate (see Figure 3 and Figure 7).
Given these results, it can be assumed that the authors of history textbooks are not
aware that a task can grow in complexity that is too high (if not even infinite) due to
the many acts in connection with materials from the textbook, which may be restricted
only by an intervention on the part of the teacher or that may be borne from an implicit
commitment between students and teachers, whose conditions are known from a
different context and/or have been learned through repeated application.
When comparing the GLC of the tasks with their GTC and DTC, another
interesting pattern emerges: while tasks show high GLC (7/8) irrespective of their GTC
or DTC, medium (5/6) and low (3/4) GLC is only observed for tasks with GTCs ≤ 7 and
DTCs ≤ 9 (see Figure 11 and Figure 12). Thus, combined low GTC and DTC seems to
align with reduced GLC. However, since this observation is only supported by eight
tasks, and lower scores for GTC and DTC are more common than higher tasks, this
remains a tentative first impression until more data are collected.

Figure 11: GTC related to GLC
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Figure 12: DTC related to GLC

In order to investigate the link between GLC and GTC/DTC further, we calculated the
Pearson correlation of individual complexity features. (We excluded outliers deviating
more than 2 standard deviations from the mean and performed log transformation
if necessary.) A highly significant (α ≤ 0.001), moderate positive correlation (r = 0.51)
was found between the Log-GTC and infinitives per word, and highly significant, weak
positive correlations for lexical types and lemmas present in the KCT corpus (r = 0.44),
VP length in words (r = 0.4), noun dependents per noun with dependents (r = 0.38), and
several type and lemma frequencies from the dlexDB data base (r = 0.35 to r = 0.34).
Furthermore, a significant (α ≤ 0.05), weak negative correlation was found for nominative
case markings per noun (r = –0.33). For the logged DTC, we found significant, weak
positive correlations for noun modifiers per NP (r = 0.36) and pre-nominal modifiers per
NP (r = 0.33), as well as for several dlexDB and KCT age-of-active-use-based frequency
measures (r = 0.32 to r = 0.31). These measures are identical or belong to the same
type of GLC features that receive high feature weights in the GLC models. Hence, the
findings support the initial impression of a link between the linguistic complexity of a
task and its GTC or DTC, especially in terms of language use and phrasal complexity.
At this point in the study, or in the trial phase of coding, it especially makes
sense to code more textbooks and to compare the results to be able to derive
structural insights for each school textbook from them. Because the chosen research
approach consists of measuring the general, linguistic, and domain-specific aspects
of learning tasks, and shows how to analyse learning tasks in a goal-oriented manner,
the differentiated outcomes can help textbook authors to develop specific tasks in
the future that take into account different levels of student abilities. Triangulation as
a recent approach in the field of history education is an area that remains central for
the comparison of results for differentiated insight into history textbooks and the tasks
presented there.
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